PORTRAITURE: 2ND OF 6

Portrait drawing
Ann Witheridge continues her new series by explaining
which elements are crucial to a successful likeness and how to
achieve them, while Archie Wardlaw demonstrates how to put
it all into practice in charcoal
n portraiture, a likeness and the
emotions of the sitter can be
achieved with just pencil or
charcoal, which makes life so much
easier - we don't have to worry about
oils, brushes or colour theory. There are
so many drawing media we can use,
from pencils to charcoal. The key is to
simplify the process to one value to get
the complete likeness. It is not the
colour or even the modelling that
creates a likeness but the big value
patterns. You can recognise a friend
from a distance just by the big shapes the way they hold their head in relation
to their shoulders - so recognition has
little do with the colour of their eyes or
the modelling of the lips. In fact, the
simpler you keep the image the easier
it is to find a likeness.
At London Fine art Studios we always
discuss the idea of how important it is
to focus on the process, as opposed to
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the product. With a portrait, there is so
much to capture and the end product
involves exacting proportion, emotions,
psychology and so much more. If you
rely on a clear structured sequential
process, you are much more likely to
achieve your goal.

Placement and scale
Consider first the placement of the
drawing on the paper. Students tend to
place the drawing in the middle of the
page. Think instead about the portrait;
it belongs to a body and there is nothing
above the portrait and a whole figure
below. It therefore makes more sense
to place the head higher up the sheet.
Try to draw the head life-size or
under. It is hard enough to get the
proportions correct without having to
scale relative heights up. In nature we
see people life-size or under if they are
further away from us, and therefore our

eyes find these proportions easier to
judge. But don't go too small, drawing
much under life-size can make the
scale of the relationships harder to see;
a centimetre too much to the left or
right is a whole nose when you are
drawing too small.
It is also good to draw life-size as,
when you are more practised, it is an
artistic choice to go bigger or smaller;
it's better than having to break a
mannerism you have created at the
start of your training.

Finding the proportions
We are all proportionally different, not
only from each other but depending on
our moods and expressions. There is
therefore no fixed rule of exacting
proportions. If there were, Leonardo da
Vinci wou ld have told us about them.
He gave us lots of fantastic tips for
seeing the proportions of a figure but
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Start with an egg-like shape for the head as it
will set the composition of the drawing, the
gesture and the overall proportions of the
face. Make sure that you do your sitter's egg,
not just a generic one, as the likeness needs
to be chased from the start. There are wellknown 'rules' for dividing up the features on a
head such as the eye line being halfway
between the chin and top of head, but using
these will only give a generic head, so look to
see how your model differs from the rule
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"" STAGETWO
Find the shadow shapes that give your head
form . With downward lighting these are the
eye sockets, base of the nose, upper lip and
the space between mouth and chin. Then find
the different values within the lights. As only
your highlights will remain the white of the
paper, you must use plenty of charcoal
around them in order for them to be just that

www.painters-online.co.uk

PRACTICAL
'The simpler you keep the image
the easier it is to find a likeness'
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STAGE THREE

When finding the different values and modelling the form, it is
important to keep an eye on the edges between value shifts; hair
lines, mouths and eyes are commonly drawn too sharply, so keep
those edges soft. See how far you can lose other edges in order to
create dynamism in your drawing - it is amazing how few strong
edges are needed for the viewer to make sense of an image
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FINISHED DRAWING

Archie Wardlaw Lily, charcoal on paper, 27 \l X 19%in (70 X 50cm).
Refining the drawing doesn't mean adding more and more detail.
To bring the drawing.to a finish effectively, improve the shape,
value and edge choices that are already down . Th is will lead to a
far stronger portrait than one that strives to capture every eyelash!

none on the portrait. Despite this it is
slightly easier to start with a couple of
guidelines, but only if we remember
they are only guides.
Draw a mark for the top of the head
and the chin. Halfway between these
marks is the base of eye . Halfway below
this is the base of nose and halfway
between these is the mouth .
We cannot give a fixed point for the
eyebrows as they move so much, and
the mouth is also a variable. As Sargent
said, 'Portraiture is a likeness with
something wrong with the mouth'.
These markers are guidelines.

Outline and massing in
A drawing often looks better with mass
- shapes of dark next to light. Try
therefore to focus on line first. You
should manage to get a likeness just
with the line. Spend at least ten
minutes at this stage. It is very exciting
when you first mass in the drawing. If
your outline and shadow line are
roughly in the correct place, the
likeness is immediately tangible.
Portraiture is a very exacting art so a
little shift of your shadow shape to the
left or right, up or down will make a
difference.
Don't be tempted to move into values
three and four just yet. Keep it at two
values, light or dark, until a likeness is
achieved. This is why the cast drawing
stage (discussed last month) was so
important, as the plaster cast is white
and doesn 't move , we are clearly able
to see and understand where the
shadow shapes lie.
C>
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~ Different stages of the portrait
demonstrated on pages 34-35 from different
angles
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The five essential darks
Look for the clear dark patterns on the 1
portrait. Apart from the mass of the hair
against the head, the five essential
darks to find are: two eye sockets, base
of the nose, upper lip and shadowshape under the lower lip. If you are in
a north-lit studio with no artificial light,
you will find these on the under-planes
of the portrait. IF you have not yet
achieved a likeness, it is because one
of the five shapes is not in the right
place or the right size . It is not because
you haven 't got a nostril , or eyelids or a
third tone.
Ask yourself the following questions:
• Is the shadow shape too big or too
small in relation to the other shapes?
• Is the shape too high or too low?
• Is the shape too wide or too narrow?
Then look at the light shapes and ask
the same questions.
It is all about relative shapes, not
about detail. If the nose is looking too
long, before you move it up, check the
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distance between the mouth and nose.
Perhaps it only appears too long
because it is in fact too narrow.

The modelling and edges
Modelling the darks into the lights is
such a wonderful stage - your portrait
will come alive. But hold off from doing

this until you have your five essential
darks in the right place and you have
already captured a likeness. Don 't
arbitrarily put a third tone down. Look
at the relationship between the light
and the dark and see how you can
model the form. Is the edge soft or
hard? Is the transition of mid-tone large
or small? Between every shadow shape
and light shape there will be a
transition. Again, drawing from the
plaster cast will have taught you a great
deal about how to see and create this
transition. How we model the transition
is our stylistic choice and is part of our
calligraphy as an artist, but seeing the
transition is what we can train our eyes
to do.
Modelling is not only about the
transitions between the light and dark
and the edges, it is also about adding
accents. These are harder notes along
an edge or within a shadow that can
guide the viewer to a point of interest.
The accents can be both darks and
lights: a little accent for the corner of
the nose, or the nostril, or at the corner
of the lip or in the eye. A very melted
transition on the upper lip can be as
arresting and as characterising as a hard
accent. Make sure your accents aren't
all an emphasis of contour. And be sure
to find a variety of both edges and
accents.
There is so much in portraiture to
learn and achieve before we even start
on modelling and colour; they are
wonderful additions but not essential
to capturing the likeness. The exciting
and rewarding part is that there are so
many ways of capturing and expressing
a likeness and we do not need to rely
on raw talent as it can be learnt.
m1
Next month: Pastel portraits

Ann Witheridge studied art history at Christ's College,
Cambridge before moving to Italy to study art full-time. She
has been teaching drawing and painting in the atelier
tradition for 20 years. Ann founded London Fine Art Studios
to teach the craft of drawing and painting to dedicated
artists. http://annwitheridge.com
Archie Wardlaw trained at
London Fine Art Studios, where he
now teaches. He also accepts
portrait commissions.

archiewardlaw.com
http://londonfineartstudios.com
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